
Changes to the SBWGA-18 Standing Rules 
In Effect from January 1, 2022 

 
 
Most of the changes made to the Standing Rules were editorial in nature.  The 
following should be noted: 
 
VI-1 Posting Scores:  Presidents’ Cup scores will now be posted by the Tuesday Play 
Day Committee or the Pro Shop. 
 
VIII-8 Tuesday Play Day: Added Eclectic to the competitions for holes played if the 
player withdraws, but only if at least 7 of each 9-holes is played (in other words, the 
score is post able).  Added that none of the special competitions (birdies, chip-ins, 
etc.) will be counted if the score is not post able. 
 
VIII-9 Tuesday Play Day: Deleted the entire #9 as it is covered in the section on 
Skins Games. 
 
VIII-10 c) Tuesday Play Day:  Changed the tee box selection choices so that 
Red/Yellow is only a choice on ACE Day.  Also changed the number of times per 
year a player can change their tee box selection to once, effective July 1. 
 
VIII-10 h) Tuesday Play Day: Changed the scorecard requirement to turning in both 
scorecards with a signature from ALL players on the master scorecard.  Also 
required is a total for each 9-holes played for each player. 
 
VIII-10 i) Tuesday Play Day:  Changed how ties will be paid for gross payouts which 
will utilize the USGA card off procedure described in Section IX-6. 
 
IX-4: ACE Days:  Pairings will once again be based on handicap index rather than 
course handicap. 
 
X Major Tournaments: Added “The Board may approve additional budget from 
sponsor funds for major tournaments.” 
 
X-1 Major Tournaments: Added a Legends Club Championship tournament for our 
members who will turn 80 by the end of the calendar year. 
 
X-9, 10 Major Tournaments: Deleted “Any score in excess of net double bogey will 
automatically be reduced to net double bogey by the posting software” as it doesn’t 
belong in the Standing Rules. 
 



XI-3b Special Tournaments: Deleted description of specific format for the 
Member-Member as the tournament chairs will select the format each year. 
 
XI-former #4 Special Tournaments: Deleted the Cancer Charity Tournament as it 
has not been held for a couple of years. 
 
XI 7 Special Tournaments: Change the hosting of the LAGOS tournament to odd 
numbered years so that SBWGA-18 would not have to host both the LAGOS and 
Mixed Summer Classic in the same year.  The Niners have agreed to this change. 
 
XI 2 Ongoing Games: Changed the Eclectic competition to make it a full year 
competition, awarded in January for the previous year.  Eclectic will be played on 
non-ACE Day Tuesdays and based on tee box.  Added:  “Each participant will play 
the Eclectic game based on the tee box she has signed up to play on non-ACE Day 
Tuesdays. A participant who changes tee boxes in July of the current year, may 
choose to play Eclectic from the new tee boxes by paying another Eclectic fee.  She 
will then be competing in two Eclectic games,” one from each of the tee boxes from 
which she played that year. 
 
XI 3,4 Ongoing Games: Chip-ins and Birdies or Better (Gross) will now be paid only 
in January for the prior year. 
 
XI 5 Ongoing Games: The Skins Game verbiage was re-written for clarity. 
 
XII former #3 Other Awards:  Par Points was deleted as it is a member-sponsored 
award rather than a club-sponsored award. 
 
XIV 2 e) General Information:  Added “On rare occasions sponsor money may be 
used to augment payouts” for Tuesday Play Days. 
 
 
 
 
 


